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Topic 1, Main (67 questions)
QUESTION NO: 1
Exhibit:

An HP administrator is at a customer location. According to the action plan given by HP
Support, he should capture the tsdmp.txt log from GbE2c switch. Which main menu
option will have a sub menu option to achieve this?
Please refer to the exhibit.
A. Maint
B. Oper
C. Boot
D. Cfg
Answer: A

QUESTION NO: 2
Your customer is looking for an Ethernet interconnect with Fibre uplinks for their C7000
Enclosure. Which interconnects should be considered? (Choose two.)
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A. GbE2c Layer 2/3 switch
B. Ethernet Pass-Thru Module
C. Infiniband switch
D. Cisco Catalyst 3020
E. GbE2c Switch
Answer: A,D

QUESTION NO: 3
While troubleshooting a problem with an HP BladeSystem BL C-Classs solution, the HP
customer service representative asks for the serial number of the server blade to determine
the original warranty terms and conditions. Where is this serial number located?
A. On the iLO2 information tag
B. On the inside of the access panel
C. On the system board next to the system maintenance switch
D. Near the server blade handle, on a serial label
Answer: D

QUESTION NO: 4
A customer is running a multi-threaded application on an HP BladeSystem BL460C with
to dual-core/2.66GHz processors and 32GB of memory installed. They complain about
slow performance during peak times of their nightly processing. Which upgrade should
you recommended to correct the problem?
A. Add additional dual-core/2.66GHz processors to the remaining processor sockets
B. Change processors to quad-core/2.66GHz processors
C. Add additional memory in the remaining slots
D. Increase battery backup write cache memory
Answer: B

QUESTION NO: 5
Your customer has two servers with VMware installed. On each VMWare server they
have 12 Virtual Machines. They want to manage all virtual machines from HP SIM. How
many Virtual Machines Management Pack Licenses are required to manage all virtual
machines on both VMWare hosts?
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